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Long-time evolution of models of aeolian sand dune !elds: In"uence of dune
formation and collision
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Theoretical models which approximate individual sand dunes as particles that move and interact via simple
rules are currently the only viable method for examining whether large dune !elds will evolve into a
patterned structure. We !nd that these types of simulations are sensitive to the in"ux condition and
interaction function, and are not necessarily robust under common assumptions. In this paper, we review
continuum dune models and how they connect to models of dune !elds that approximate dunes as
interacting particles with collision and coalescence dynamics. This type of simple dune !eld model is
examined under different boundary and initial conditions. We identify different long-term behaviors
depending on model parameters as well as the way in which dunes are initialized and collide. A “rule” for
predicting the end state of a modelled dune !eld is derived, based on the statistics of a uniform in"ux dune
size distribution and the interaction function. Possible future adjustments to the multiscale model, such as
the use of a Gaussian in"ux dune size distribution, and their effect on the prediction rule are also discussed.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many dune !elds appear to exhibit regular patterns (Bishop,
2007), indicating they may evolve through a process of self-
organization (Werner, 1995; Kocurek and Ewing, 2005). Continuum
dune models which examine the evolution of one or a few dunes,
however, show that individual dunes are unstable with respect to
changes in the sand "ux, which implies that dunes in a !eld, evolving
only through sand "ux, should eventually coalesce into a small
number of large dunes (Hersen et al., 2004). Thus, steady-state !elds
of similarly sized and size-limited dunes should not form, unless other
stabilizing processes are also at work. For example, variations in wind
strength and direction can destabilize large dunes and may play a
major role for size selection in dune !elds (Elbelrhiti et al., 2005).
However, such processes are often stochastic or dependent strongly
on local environmental conditions, and, thus, are dif!cult to
incorporate into generic analysis or simulation of dune !elds.

One mechanism that has been proposed to regulate dune size and
spacing, and that depends on sand and dune dynamics broadly
common to all dune !elds, is dune collision. When dunes collide, sand
is redistributed between the dunes. As long as the net sand exchange
is from the large to the small dune, it would be possible for a dune !eld
to evolve into a patterned structure after many collisions (Hersen and

Douady, 2005). To evaluate this premise, one might consider applying
a continuummodel to a !eld consisting of hundreds of dunes. Because
of the large temporal and spatial scales involved and current
technology limitations, however, this is not feasible.

To understand how a dune !eld evolves through collisions, a
multiscale approach is needed. This involves using a continuummodel
to investigate the evolution of single dunes and the interaction of two
(or a few) dunes. The large scale model is then constructed by
regarding dunes as particles, and using the continuum model results
to construct phenomenological rules to prescribe the motion and
interaction of the particles.

Various studies of transverse (Parteli and Herrmann, 2003; Lee
et al., 2005) and barchan (Lima et al., 2002) dune !elds have utilized
this type of approach. These studies make predictions about dune
spacing and size trends, and compare results with observed dune
!elds. Our purpose here is to generalize these models to determine
how robust the conclusions are.

The results of this study will: (i) aid dune !eld modelers as they
design their models, (ii) aid planetary scientists and geologists in
better interpreting the results of dune !eld models by helping them
understand how structural elements can (perhaps unintentionally)
in"uence results, and (iii) emphasize that more observational and
experimental data about dune formation and interaction is needed to
help constrain/calibrate dune !eld models.

This paper consists of two parts: we !rst describe how to build a
multiscale model by using a continuum dune model (Section 2.1, 2.2)
to examine the effects of dune collisions (Sections 2.3, 2.4). Compiling
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the results of many dune collision simulations, we create an
interaction function to predict the results of any dune collision from
the sizes of the colliding dunes. Although the derived interaction
function yields only coalescence-dominated dynamics (Section 2.5),
its construction and overall form serves as the basis of how a generic
interaction function should appear. Finally, we de!ne the various
assumptions and parameters which go into our collision-dynamics
dune !eld model (Section 3).

In the second part of this paper, we !rst outline the different
outcomes of dune !eld models (Section 4.1). We then test for the
in"uence that various components of a dune !eldmodel have on those
outcomes: exact interaction function form (Section 4.2), boundary
type (Section 4.3), and initial/in"ux conditions (Section 4.4). After
identifying the two important parameters, a statistical analysis of the
probability that any single interaction will result in more similarly
sized dunes yields predictions about whether a dune !eld model will
result in a regular pattern (Section 4.5). Finally, results are summarized
and physical implications are discussed (Section 5).

2. Continuum models and dune collisions

The multiscale approach used in this study involves two scales:
(i) the continuum dune model is used to observe the behavior of one
or a few dunes; (ii) these observed behaviors are then used as the
bases of phenomenological rules governing the migration and
interaction of particle dunes in the dune !eld model. Thus, although
the main focus of this paper is on results of the large scale (dune !eld)
model, to validate this approach we will !rst outline the smaller-scale
(continuum dune) model and its use in investigating dune collisions.

2.1. Continuum modeling

The seminal work of Sauermann et al. (2001) is the basis for most
current continuum models of the formation and evolution of sand
dunes. This study constructed a two-dimensional model which
considered the evolution of a wind-driven sand "ux layer over a
dune, and exchanges between this layer and the dune itself. Its main
improvement over previous models (Stam, 1996) was the inclusion of
a spatial delay (the saturation length) over which the sand "ux
evolved toward the carrying capacity of the wind. The inclusion of this
spatial delay, which had !rst been observed andmeasured by Bagnold
(1941), !xed the unphysical anchoring/lengthening of the foot of the
dune seen in previous models, as well as provided a characteristic
length scale related to minimal dune size. Later re!nements
considered linearized versions of the equations (Kroy et al., 2002;
Andreotti et al., 2002b) as well as extension to 3-dimensions (Hersen,
2004).

Although these continuum models have been successfully used in
many studies of isolated dune formation (Section 2.2), one drawback
to the continuummodels is the large number of constitutive equations
that must be speci!ed. In developing our own two-dimensional
continuum dune model, we have endeavored to identify the
ingredients which have a signi!cant quantitative effect on results.
With respect to these ingredients (which are outlined below,
illustrated in Fig. 1, and given in equation-form in Appendix A), our
model deviates little from assumptions used in other continuum dune
models:

1. The pro!le of the near-surface air"ow is entirely a function of
topography. This pro!le takes into account air"ow separation in
regions downwind of sharp changes in slope (sometimes called
‘shadow zones’), such as in the lee of the crest of the dune. In these
shadow zones, slow air recirculation is not strong enough to
transport sand; sand free falls, forming a slip face. The boundary of
the shadow zone, the ‘separation bubble,’ extends downwind from
the crest of the dune to the point where it is assumed that aeolian

sand transport resumes (Sauermann et al., 2001).While the precise
location of "ow separation can only be found through"uid dynamic
calculations over the detailed dune topography, it is suf!cient to
phenomenologically approximate this region (Sauermann et al.,
2003). We take this route in our continuum model and base our
separation bubble shape on studies of air"owover simple dune-like
geometries (Schatz and Herrmann, 2005).

2. Using this air"ow pro!le, the shear stress exerted by the wind onto
the dune's surface is calculated. The most common approach to
computing the shear stress is a linearized approximation for small
topography gradients, resulting in a straightforward analytical
expression (Jackson and Hunt, 1975). In the shadow zones, the
near-surface wind is negligible so the shear stress is generally
assumed to be zero.

3. The wind"s shear stress is used to calculate the saturated sand "ux,
which is the equilibrium amount of sand the wind could move if
the wind velocity and topography were homogenous. The actual
"ux experiences a downwind spatial delay (called the saturation
length) in comparison to the saturated "ux. This calculation also
takes into account the lack of sand deposition or erosion on hard,
non-erodible surfaces like bedrock.

4. The dune topography changes via mass conservationwith the sand
"ux.

5. An avalanche-type process forces the dune topography slope to
‘instantaneously’ adjust to be at or below the angle of repose. In
some models (Kroy et al., 2002), this is done by running a separate
simulation update after each time-iterative update on the topo-
graphy, which drops the slope down to or below the angle of
repose. In this model, the dune slope is updated concurrently with
the mass conservation step by including ‘diffusion’ of the dune in
themass conservation equation. The diffusion coef!cient is set very
large when the slope of the dune exceeds the angle of repose, and
very small otherwise, with exact values of the diffusion coef!cient
chosen based on related timescales, to preserve the ‘instantaneous’
nature of avalanches compared to all other processes.

2.2. Evolution of isolated dunes

Continuum dune models have been used to quantitively connect
dune characteristics to environmental conditions (like sand supply
and wind strength) and physical processes (like saltation). For
example, studies of isolated dune evolution are able to replicate
reasonable dune pro!les of many sizes and types (e.g., the two-
dimensional pro!les shown in Fig. 2, three-dimensional barchan
shapes created by (Hersen, 2004)) through consideration of how
much sand is available and how the sand is transported. Observed
relations, like the inverse relationship between dune height and
velocity (Bagnold, 1941), are also replicated and explained.

More recently, the models have been used to study the in"uences
of wind and sand "ux on details of dunemorphology (Herrmann et al.,
2005; Parteli et al., 2006a) and the in"uence of vegetation and
induration in stabilizing dunes (Herrmann et al., 2008). Additionally,

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the variables that are computed in a continuum
dunemodel: dune topography!separation bubble/shadow zone!saturated sand "ux
(via shear stress calculation)!actual sand "ux!dune topography. This diagram is the
result of a simulation run, with the vertical scale of each parameter exaggerated for
clearer superposition.
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many studies have examined the characteristic scaling of dune
formation and evolution in different environments, such as under-
water or onMars (Claudin and Andreotti, 2006; Parteli and Herrmann,
2007).

2.3. Dune interactions

To connect the two scales (dune evolution and dune !eld
evolution), we initialized our continuum dune model with two
dunes of speci!ed size, the smaller located upwind of the larger. The
initial dune pro!les were steady-state pro!les calculated during
simulations of isolated dune formation. The initial dune spacing was
chosen by testing for theminimal distance at which no changes in size
occurred immediately in the downwind dune because of the presence
of the upwind dune (because of changes in its shear stress and, thus,
sand "ux calculation). To eliminate a dependence on the sand in"ux
rate (which does appear to in"uence dune migration and morphol-
ogy), periodic boundary conditions were used.

In these simulations, the upwind (and smaller, thus faster) dune
catches up to the downwind dune. As the shadow zone of the upwind
dune impinges upon the foot of the downwind dune, sand in the foot
of the downwind dune is not transported by the wind and so is left
behind and is eventually absorbed by the upwind dune. As the
downwind dune loses sand, its pro!le gradually becomes shorter,
which causes its velocity to increase. Similarly, the upwind dune gains
sand, becomes taller, and decreases its velocity. Eventually, the
upwind dune begins to climb the downwind dune and the two
dunes would lose their distinct shapes and form an amorphous two-
humped dune-complex. Sand continues to be exchanged and the
humps change in height (the upwind hump grows and the downwind
hump shrinks) whilemoving toward, then (once the downwind hump
was the smaller of the two) away from each other (Fig. 3).

Simulationswere runwith combinations of duneswith cross-sectional
areas of 10–400 m2 (corresponding to initial heights of 1–15 m),
and dune pairs were categorized by the resultant type of interaction
(Fig. 4).

We noted two qualitatively distinct outcomes: (1) coalescence
resulted when the downwind hump subsided into the dune complex,
resulting in one uni!ed dune, and (2) ejection occurred when the
downwind hump managed to separate completely, resulting in an
exchange of material between the colliding dunes. In a small number
of cases, the downwind hump managed to separate but was too small
to remain stable and so would eventually disappear. We initially
examined this case separately, but because it occurred in only a small
number of cases, we reclassi!ed it as an extreme case of ejection.

Plotting the different types of dune interactions as a function of the
sizes of the colliding dunes (downwind cross-sectional area: Abefore vs.
upwind cross-sectional area: abeforebAbefore, Fig. 4), it can be seen that
the boundary between coalescence and ejection cases (i.e., the
intermediary disappear cases) roughly follows a straight line passing
through the origin. Along that line the size ratio between the two
dunes before interaction is constant: r=(a/A)before!1/3. From this,

Fig. 2. Sample steady-state two-dimensional terrestrial aeolian dune pro!les calculated
through numerical simulations. Different dune cross-sectional areas are shown, from a
roughly minimal sized transverse dune (dunes with height less than 1 m consist of a
convex windward slopewith no slipface) to a dune 14m in height. Note that the vertical
axis is exaggerated — the average windward slope for these pro!les is 8–16°.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram illustrating a dune collision. The topography/dune pro!les are
outlined in black, and the separation bubble is outlined in gray. The horizontal arrows
show relative dune motion and the vertical arrows show changes in dune height. From
top to bottom: 1. The upwind (smaller) dune approaches the downwind dune.
2. Eventually its separation bubble impinges upon the foot of the downwind dune,
arresting that sand. 3. As the upwind dune continues to move toward the downwind
dune, it gains sand that the downwind dune leaves behind. 4. As the upwind dune
grows and the downwind dune shrinks, their relative crest height reverses, allowing the
downwind dune tomigrate faster than the upwind dune. 5. If the downwind dune loses
all of its sand before it can migrate away, thenwe have coalescence. Otherwise, we have
an ejection case.

Fig. 4. Plot of the different types of dune interactions as a function of the sizes of the
dunes before collision: the area of the downwind dune (A) vs. the area of the upwind/
smaller dune (a). Note that the boundary between coalescence and ejection roughly
follows a straight line through the origin with slope of roughly 1/3. This implies that if
the dune size ratio before collision: (a/A)before is smaller than 1/3, then coalescence
occurs. Conversely, if (a/A)mbeforeN1/3, then two dunes result.
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we can see that if we consider a pair of dunes such that the line from
that point (A,a) to the origin is less steep than that boundary
(equivalently, the size ratio of the two dunes is between 0 and 1/3),
coalescence occurs. Conversely, when the line between a point and the
origin is steeper than the boundary (or the size ratio is between 1/3
and 1), the collision results in two dunes or ejection. Thus, it is appears
that the size ratio (r) between the dunes is what determines a
collision result, not the individual sizes of the dunes.

To understand in more detail what will result when two dunes
collide,we also compute the size ratio of thedunes after collision ( f(r)=
(adownwind/Aupwind)after; where adownwind, after=0 if the dunes coalesce),
and plotted this against the size ratio before dune collision (r). Resultant
dunes which disappear are treated as very small ejection dunes because
the sizes are measured as soon as the dune-complex separates into two
dunes.As canbe seen inFig. 5, thedata falls roughlyona single curve and
indicates that the relevant quantities are the ratios of dune sizes before
and after collision.We call this relationship the interaction function f/(r).
When the ratio r is smaller than about 1/3, f=0 indicating coalescence.
In the limit where very similarly sized dunes collide, f(r) increases and
appears to!1.

Similar results have been found elsewhere in the literature. For
example, studies of discrete numerical simulations of interacting
three-dimensional barchan dunes (Katsuki et al., 2005) and labora-
tory experiments of subaqueous barchan dune collisions (Endo et al.,
2004) yield results which support our hypothesized interaction
function characteristics. Additionally, a study by Durán et al. (2005)
using continuumnumerical simulations of three-dimensional barchan
dune interactions found an interaction function (Fig. 6) which also
consists of a continuous relation between size ratios before and after
collision, with f(0)=0 and f(!1)!1.

2.4. Dependencies of the interaction function

As explained in Section 2.3, the balance between the timescale
over which the upwind dune merges with the downwind dune and
the rate at which the downwind dune shrinks (and migrates faster) is
what determines the end result of a collision.

For example, the timescale overwhich the dunesmerge is very short
if dunes initially have very different sizes, as the relative velocity
between the dunes is large. The dunes will merge together before the
downwinddune can shrink suf!ciently to escape, which iswhy f(0)=0.

Conversely, the rate at which the downwind dune shrinks is more
important if dunes are initially very similar in size, because the relative
velocity will be low. As they will move towards each other over a long
time period, the downwind dune will be able to slowly escape after
becoming slightly smaller than the upwind dune. The two dunes will
end up close to each other in size, so f(r)!1 as r!1.

A continuum between these two effects is expected, as the
timescale over which dunes interact will increase as the disparity
between the sizes of the two dunes increases. This yields a continuous,
monotonic function. The exact form of the function will depend on
factors which set the timescale over which the dunes interact and the
rate of the sand exchange between the dunes.

In the continuum dune model, for example, one way to change the
rate at which sand is exchanged is by increasing the aspect ratio of the
separation bubble. This lengthens the shadow zone of the upwind
dune, causing the foot of the downwind dune to be caught in that
shadow zone and arrested sooner. The downwind dune, thus, loses
more sand before the upwind dune begins to gain sand. As the growth
of the upwind dune is delayed relative to the shrinkage of the
downwind dune, the downwind dune will need to shrink more to
become the smaller of the two. When the downwind dune is !nally
ejected, it will be smaller (and the upwind dune will be larger),
causing the interaction function to be lower (i.e., f(r) will decrease
over all values of r where f(r)N0). Conversely, if the length of the
separation bubble is decreased, then the interaction function will be
higher. Test simulations have shown this to be the case, although the
effect was small (Fig. 7).

2.5. Implications of the interaction function and crossover value

Our derivation of an interaction function for transverse dunes
(Fig. 5) is included in this study to explain the general form of an
interaction function. The speci!c function that was found through our
two-dimensional dune simulations, however, will not be used in
the remainder of this study because that functional form (where for all
r, f(r)br) yields coalescence-dominated dynamics.

When f(r)b r for all values of r, then in every collision the larger
dune grows and the smaller dune shrinks. As the smaller dune in
every collision shrinks and eventually coalesces with the larger dunes
(for small enough r, f(r)=0), the dune !eld perpetually evolves into a

Fig. 5. Plot of the area ratio of colliding dunes, before collision vs. after. Note the distinct
zones of interaction results: coalescence occurs when the dune size ratio before
interaction is below some threshold (1/3); when the ratio is above that threshold, then
the output size ratio generally falls along a speci!c curve, independent of the absolute
sizes of the dunes (the outlier corresponds to the smallest dune pair sampled). In the
legend, the numbers given are the total number of simulations which yielded that
particular type of interaction.

Fig. 6. This plot was derived for three-dimensional barchan dune collisions by Durán
et al. (2005) and shows volume ratios of colliding barchan dunes before vs. after
collision (the dots, along with a best !t curve). It exhibits the same characteristics as the
interaction function shown in Fig. 5: a threshold between coalescence (c) vs. all
ejection-type interactions (b/bu/s; breeding, budding, solitary waves), a single
monotonic curve along which all points fall and which passes through (0,0) and
probably (1,1). The straight line shown has a slope of one.
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system containing a smaller number of larger dunes. It should be
apparent that this type of dune !eld dynamics will never yield a stable
pattern of similarly sized dunes.

Conversely, when f(r)N r for all values of r, then in all collisions the
dunes become more similar in size. Eventually, after many collisions,
the dune !eld will always evolve into a system of many similarly sized
dunes (with any remaining collisions occurring around r~1).

As one more extreme example: if f(r)=r for all values of r, then
dunes will behave similar to solitons in that all interactions will
preserve the sizes of the dunes involved, as if the dunes simply pass
through each other.

Most natural dune !eld interaction functions will not correspond
with one of these examples (in particular, see Livingstone et al. (2005)
for a discussion about the unphysical nature of the soliton example).
Instead, a natural dune !eld interaction function will probably be a
combinationof these extreme examples,with some regionswhere f(r)b
r, some regions where f(r)Nr, and transition points where f(r)=r. In
these cases, the dynamics of the dune!eld can be determined based on
the interaction function crossover value: the value r! such that for all
higher rb1, f(r)Nr. We de!ne the crossover value as the lower bound on
the region connecting to (1,1)where f(r)Nr. An interaction functionmay
have several regionswhere f(r)"r, but only the region including (1,1) is
of interest, as it is necessary for f(r)Nr as r!1 for interactions to
actually push the system toward a !eld where all dunes are about the
same size. Additional lower regions where f(r)Nr will affect the
timescale over which the system evolves, but not the end state.

For the !rst and third extreme examples discussed above ( f(r)b r
and f(r)=r), r!=1 and the systemwill never have a stable patterned
structure. In the second example considered ( f(r)Nr), r!=0 and the
system will always achieve a pattern of similarly sized dunes. The
interaction function derived for barchan dunes is an example of an
intermediary case (r!~0.12 in Fig. 6), so this interaction function may
yield a patterned structure, and it did in Durán et al. (2005).

Thus, for a dune !eld model to possibly form a stable patterned
system, its interaction function needs to have r!b1. Generic interac-
tion functions with this characteristic (in addition to those character-
istics outlined in Section 2.3) will be considered in constructing the
dune !eld model.

3. Multiscale dune !eld models

As in other works (Lima et al., 2002; Parteli and Herrmann, 2003;
Lee et al., 2005), we utilize a multiscale approach by using the

continuum model to understand interaction of a small number of
dunes. Speci!cally, the interaction function is based upon the observed
dynamics of colliding dunes in the continuum dune model. The dunes
themselves are treated as particles with morphologies and dynamics
approximated using simple phenomenological relations — without
consideration of the detailed results of the continuum model.

The focus of this study is onwhether a dune !eld will form a stable,
patterned structure, so simulations are run until it is apparent that
!eld dynamics have stabilized in one of the end states (de!ned in
Section 4.1).

3.1. Approximation of single dunes

Rather than keep track of every degree of freedom in the
continuum model, it is useful to only track dunes according to their
size and location. To determine when dunes are close enough to
interact, we make reasonable assumptions about their morphology.
Their shape is assumed scale-invariant, approximated as triangular
wedges, with a stoss aspect ratio of 10 (Parteli et al., 2006b), a lee
aspect ratio of 1.5 (the angle of repose), and a separation bubble with
an aspect ratio of 6 (Schatz and Herrmann, 2005), as shown in Fig. 8.

The dunesmovewith avelocity inverse to their crest height (Andreotti
et al., 2002a); i.e., v~k/H. The coef!cient k varies between actual dune
!elds (Bagnold, 1941). In this study, it is arbitrarily set at 100 m2/yr.

3.2. Interactions and initialization

Collisions occurwhen the foot of the downwind dune is touched by
the separation bubble of the upwind dune. The distance between
dunes after collision is calculated the same way, with the downwind
dune located just outside the separation bubble of the upwind dune.

The results of dune collisions are governed by the interaction
function, which relates the size ratio of the dunes before collision to
the size ratio of the dunes after collision (as described and derived in
Sections 2.3–2.5). In our dune !eld model, collisions occur instanta-
neously once dunes are close enough to interact.

Initial cross-sectional areas for the dunes (for either initial or in"ux
dunes) are taken from a speci!ed range with uniform distribution.
When we consider a semi-in!nite domain with an upwind in"ux of
dunes, we assume a constant mass in"ux rate of 30 m2/yr to relate
injection frequency to dune size. In general, this corresponded to
~1000 in"ux dunes per 1000 years for simulations run with a small
mean dune size (M=40m2), and ~400 when a larger mean dune size
(M=100 m2) was used.

3.3. Model assumptions

As the entire point of our study is to examine which model
assumptions in"uence simulation results, we will highlight and explain
several assumptions we have made (in decreasing importance):

1. Sand !ux effects are ignored. This means that dunes only change size
when they collide and the total size of colliding dunes is conserved
during a collision (i.e., (a+A)before=(a+A)after). In reality, sand can

Fig. 7. This plot shows the best-!t interaction functions for transverse dunes, after using
different separation bubble aspect ratios in the continuum dune model (e.g., aspect
ratio=6 corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 5). As hypothesized, an inverse
relationship between f(r) and the separation bubble aspect ratio exists because of the
in"uence of the ratio on how quickly the downwind dune is able to lose sand.

Fig. 8. Approximation of the morphology of a dune, with !xed stoss aspect ratio of 10
and lee aspect ratio of 1.5. This shape is used to determine the dune's zone of in"uence
as a function of area — two dunes interact when the separation bubble (with aspect
ratio of 6) of the upwind dune touches the foot of the downwind dune, as shown.
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be lost or gained by dunes between and during collisions (Elbelrhiti
et al., 2008). Including this sand"ux,however, adds anadditional layer
of complexity on the model, and such processes are not currently
constrained by observations or experiments. The effect this assump-
tion may have on simulation results will be addressed in Section 5.1.

2. The interaction function is assumed to be spatially and temporally
constant. Dune collisions occurring at different times or locations
are assumed to obey the same interaction function. The interaction
function, however, may depend on local conditions, such as the
type of sand included in the dunes. As timescale is not considered,
in this study it is not important that the interaction function may
change shape. If the interaction function crossover value should
change temporally or spatially, however, as is suggested in Besler
(2002), then this could impact the end state of the dune !eld. The
physical implications of this will be discussed in Section 5.1.

3. Collisions happen instantaneously. We considered this to be an
acceptable approximation as we observed that the time between
collisions was much longer than the collision timescale in our
simulations. Additionally, this simpli!es the collision-dynamics as
generally only two dunes can collide at a time.

4. Dune sizes are chosen from a uniform distribution. Although physical
systems generally have other types of distributions (e.g., Gaussian),
a uniform dune size distribution will be used in this study as its
structure is the simplest. This will remove one level of complexity
from analysis of simulation results. Additionally, wewill discuss the
effect of a Gaussian distribution of dune sizes in Section 5.1.

5. The dune shape and zone of in!uence are speci"ed somewhat
arbitrarily. Both of these will affect the timescale of dune !eld
evolution, and the zone of in"uence directly relates to the
interdune spacing of a patterned system. These values will have
no effect, however, on whether or not a system will form stable
similarly-sized dunes, which is the focus of this study.

6. The value of the constant in!ux rate and the coef"cient in the velocity
relation are also arbitrarily speci"ed. Again, both of these constants
will play a role in the timescale over which the !eld attains its end
state. As long as dunes are not injected on top of one another, they
have no other in"uence on the simulation.

4. Model results and the in"uence of structural elements

The purpose of this study is to examine whether various structural
elements in dune !eld models in"uence the overall evolution in our
model, and speci!cally how the different elements will change the
end state of a simulation. We do this by varying the interaction
function, boundary type, and initial/in"ux conditions.

4.1. Simulation end states

This portion of the study is concerned with the long-time behavior
of dune !elds, rather than individual dunes. In this study, we show
that a dune !eld can evolve towards two possible outcomes. In one
scenario, a dynamic equilibrium is establishedwhere all dunes are and
remain similar in size; we call this end state quasi-steady (for
example, the crescentic dunes in White Sands, New Mexico or the
Martian dune !eld shown in Fig. 9). The other possibility is runaway
growth, with one or a few dunes continually growing through
coalescence with upwind dunes (a possible example of this type of
dune !eld structure on Mars is shown in Fig. 10).

Let us emphasize that because we are concerned with only the end
state of a simulation, the exact timescales for evolution are not
considered in the following tests. The effect timescale will have when
model results are compared with actual dune !elds will be discussed
in Section 5.1.

Fig. 9. This image (HiRISE PSP_008628_2515; image's small side has 6 km length) shows a Martian dune !eld within a crater. Except for near the boundaries of the !eld (where
topography is probably in"uencing dune evolution), all dunes appear to be one of two sizes, as if two patterns are superimposed. Such pattern superposition can occur through
multiple generations of dune construction and evolution, where in each generation the dune !eld tends towards a simple pattern through dune interaction (Kocurek and Ewing,
2005).

Fig. 10. This image (HiRISE PSP_007172_2570) shows a Martian dune !eld where runaway growth appears to be occurring. Many small, uniform barchan dunes (~200 m wide)
populate this area, interspersed with a small number of large megabarchans (large, central one is ~104mwide). All dunes have left-facing slipfaces, implying that they formed under
the same environmental conditions and were (are?) migrating towards the left. The megabarchans have sinuous crests and multiple slipfaces on the windward slope, implying that
these dunes formed through collision of the barchans (a hypothesis also put forward by Bourke and Balme (2008)). The areas downwind of the twomegabarchans shown aremostly
devoid of other dune structures, implying that the collisions are predominantly resulting in coalescence. There are no apparent topographical or environmental reasons for the size
disparity between the megabarchans and the barchan dunes.
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In the quasi-steady end state, all dunes have approximately the
same size and interdune spacing — the epitome of a patterned dune
!eld. Since the dunes are similar in size, they will move with
approximately the same velocity and, thus, rarely interact with each
other. The interdune spacing will also be similar across the !eld, as
this quantity depends on their de!ned zone of in"uence, which
depends on their size (Section 3.2). Even if new dunes are introduced
(e.g., through an in"ux condition), interactions ultimately yield
dunes of similar size with the rest of the !eld. This end state is
characterized by a constant number of dunes (close to the initial
number) when no in"ux occurs, or a linear increase in the case of
in"ux. This implies a steady mean dune size and mean interdune
spacing (e.g., Fig. 14a).

In the runaway growth case, one or a few dunes become large
enough relative to their surrounding dunes that all future interactions
occur between very disparately sized dunes (r small), which results in
the larger dune getting still larger (and coalescing with all smaller
upwind dunes). In this case, the system eventually settles into a size-
sorted !eld, with dune size monotonically decreasing with distance
from the upwind boundary, and with a near-constant number of
dunes (but signi!cantly less than the total initial number) evenwhen
an in"ux occurs. In the case of periodic boundaries (meant to simulate
an in!nite environment), the !nal outcome is just a single large dune
after a period in which the mean dune size and interdune spacing
continuously grow (e.g., Fig. 14c).

4.2. In!uence of the interaction function

As described in Section 2.4, the interaction function is based on the
collision-dynamics of a dune !eld, which will depend on local
environmental conditions such as wind speed and sand supply, as
well as on the detailed physics of aeolian sand transport and air"ow
over complicated dune geometries. Experiments and observations
have not yet yielded information about constraints of interaction
functions for a particular dune type or !eld. Numerical simulation of
dune collisions can provide an interaction function (Section 2.3), but
even this approach has not yet been validated.

With this inmind,wewill constrainpossible interaction functionsf(r)
only with those characteristics that were explored in depth in Sections
2.4, 2.5: (i) a continuous, monotonic function with f(0)=0, f(1)=1, (ii)
that has a coalescence threshold ( f(r)=0 for small r), (iii) and a
crossover value r!b1 ( f(r)Nr for r!brb1).

By running simulations with several generic interaction functions,
we aim to discover which characteristics of the interaction function
(e.g., coalescence threshold, function steepness, crossover value)
in"uence the simulation's end state. For example, as discussed in
Section 2.5, it is hypothesized that an interaction function crossover
value will affect the end state of the simulation.

Fig. 11. The interaction functions used to study the in"uence of the interaction function
forms: linear (black), tanh (dark gray), and square root (light gray). The dash–dotted
line is included to highlight the functions' crossover (r!) values. For the functions with
r!=0.2 (thin) and 0.5 (medium thickness), the coalescence zones were chosen to have
similar extents. For the functions with the r!=0.8 (thick), three had the same
coalescence zone and one had a much longer coalescence zone (dashed).

Fig. 12. Plots showing the averaged results from 250 dune !eld simulation runs with
each different interaction function (line styles match those used in Fig. 11). All
simulations were run with semi-in!nite boundary conditions. From the top, the
following system observables are plotted as functions of time (log–log scale): the
number of dunes in the system, the average dune size, and the average interdune
distance. When the crossover value is 0.8 (thick) or 0.5 (medium thickness), then
runaway growth occurs: the number of dunes is limited and the average dune size/
spacing grow in time. Quasi-steady state behavior occurs when the crossover value is
0.2 (thin): the number of dunes increases linearly and the average dune size/spacing
approaches a constant. Although not included in these plots, the standard deviation for
each set of runs was also the same for all functional forms with the same crossover
value.
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Identifying in"uential characteristics of interaction functions will
allow us to classify the in!nite number of possible interaction
functions according to a !nite number of important characteristics.
This will greatly simplify the rest of this study, as a few test interaction
functions will adequately represent all possible interaction functions.
Additionally, this will simplify future attempts to place constraints on
a dune !eld's interaction function based on observations and/or
laboratory experiments.

We considered the following interaction functions:

1. f(r)=tanh((r!k1)k2!)/2+1/2: this functional form provides a
smoothed step function from 0!1, with adjustable steepness;

2. f(r)=k3(r!k4): the simplest functional form;
3. f r! "= k5

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
r # k6

p
: this functional form is loosely based on the

function used in Lee et al. (2005) to model transverse dune !elds;

where in all cases we de!ne f(r)=0 if the range is negative, and
f(r)=1 if the range is N1. The ki values are left as free parameters
so that the crossover value as well as the extent of the coalescence
zone can be speci!ed. Examples are shown in Fig. 11.

In the tests, a semi-in!nite boundary was used with an in"ux of
dunes with area chosen from a uniform distribution of 10–70 m2. We
averaged the results of 250 simulation runs with each test function to
eliminate any dependence on the randomly chosen in"ux dunes.

Fig. 12 shows simulation evolution when using different interac-
tion functions. The steepness and coalescence threshold of the
function do not appear to have any signi!cant effect on the end
state of the simulation. These functional characteristics also did not
signi!cantly in"uence the average area of the dunes (Fig. 12). In
contrast, the average interdune spacing, which was hypothesized to
depend on the functional form as it would depend on the rate at which
dunes changed size when runaway growth occurs, did vary signi!-
cantly between functional forms when r! =0.5 or 0.8.

This shows that the precise details of the interaction function are
unimportant — only the interaction function crossover value has a
signi!cant in"uence on the end state of the simulation. Based on this,
we adopt simple linear functions (Fig. 13) for the remainder of this
study, where the only adjustable parameter is r!.

4.3. In!uence of boundary types

Periodic boundary conditions are often used in the design of nu-
merical simulations because they simplify the structure of the sim-
ulation.With periodic boundary conditions, out"ux from the simulation
box equals in"ux and the simulation box remains the same size

throughout the simulation run.Whenmodeling the evolution of a dune
!eld, this corresponds to simulating the evolutionwithin a subset of the
dune !eld and assuming the entire dune !eld is roughly approximated
by in!nitely tiling that subset to!ll the!eld. This onlymakes sense if one
is considering the evolution of a portion of a dune !eld suf!ciently far
away fromanyboundaryeffects (e.g., dune initialization or topography),
and the dune!eld is assumed to be suf!ciently regular that just a section
of it can be considered representative of the entirety.

For many interesting problems associated with dune !elds,
however, boundary effects cannot be ignored. Additionally, if the
dunes are assumed to vary across the simulation box, then one needs
to justify the assumption that the dunes that leave the simulation box
are equal in size and spacing to the dunes that enter. The size of the
simulation box and the initial number of dunes also set (potentially
unphysical) limits on dune number, size, and spacing.

In the cases where a dune !eld is thought to differ spatially and/or
boundary effects (such as dune formation) are of interest, semi-
in!nite boundaries are more physically realistic. In this case, as the
name implies, one boundary is !xed (i.e., the in"ux condition is
speci!ed) and the other is open, allowing the simulation box to
lengthen as dunes migrate. Although more physically intuitive when
considering the evolution of an entire dune !eld and including the
effect of its source region (as was done in Lima et al. (2002)), the
in"ux boundary condition unfortunately requires constitutive speci-
!cations such as statistics of new dune size and frequency.

One can, of course, use semi-in!nite boundary conditions with no
in"ux (or a temporary in"ux, as was used in Lee et al. (2005). This
allows the simulation box and interdune spacing to expand inde!-
nitely and allows for variations in !eld structure, without great
concern over how the in"ux is de!ned. Because two dunes will not
collide with each other unless the smaller dune is upwind, however,
!eld evolution will be arrested once it becomes size-sorted.
Additionally, because no new dunes are introduced past a certain
time, this sets a limit on the number and sizes of dunes in the !eld,
which does need to be justi!ed.

We investigate the effect of using these three different boundary
conditions:

1. semi-in!nite boundary conditions with an in"ux and no initial
dunes. The sizes (measured by cross sectional area) of input dunes
were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution of 10–70 m2;

2. semi-in!nite boundary conditions with no in"ux and an initial
number of dunes equal to the total number of in"ux dunes in case
(i) at time 1000 years. These initial dunes were randomly spaced,
with an average spacing of 50 m, and initial sizes were also taken
from 10–70 m2;

3. periodic boundary conditions with the same initialization of dunes
as case (ii). The simulation domain had a length of 50 m times the
number of dunes.

With each boundary condition, 250 simulations were averaged to-
gether for each crossover value: 0.1, .2, .3,…, .9.

In simulations run with low crossover values (r!$0.3), all
boundary conditions yielded a quasi-steady end state; i.e., all dunes
became and remained similar in size (Fig. 14a). In the cases with no
in"ux (semi-in!nite and periodic) the total number of dunes was
conserved. Of course, in those two cases, the spacing between dunes
differed because of the constant length of the periodic boundaries'
simulation box. With semi-in!nite boundaries and in"ux, the number
of dunes in the system increased linearly with time.

When simulations were run with high crossover values (r!"0.5),
similar low numbers of dunes were achieved by all simulations
(Fig. 14c). Again, however, the total mass of the system (and the
maximal dune size) was limited for the two cases without in"ux. This
also changes spacing relations, since dune velocity is related to dune
size.

Fig. 13. Examples of the simple, linear interaction functions (k3=3, k4=2r!/3) used in
the remainder of this study; r!=0.1 (thin), r!=0.5 (medium), and r!=0.8 (thick). As
was shown through tests, the exact functional form is not important when considering
the end state of the simulation — only the crossover value (r!) matters. Thus, linear
functions like these can be used as valid representatives of all reasonable interaction
functions with the same r!.
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The largest differences were observed for the intermediate cross-
over value (0.4). As can be seen in Fig. 14b, the system exhibits
different dynamics between the cases. Of course, large differences
were also seen between runs with the same boundary conditions (as
this value apparently is near the boundary between the two end
states), making it dif!cult to interpret the results of the simulation in a
meaningful manner.

With all boundary conditions, the end state of the simulations
obviously and consistently depended on crossover value. Measure-
ments of dune sizes and spacings differ between the cases, however,
making it dif!cult to accept more detailed interpretations based on
simulations run with unjusti!ed boundary conditions.

In this study, we are interested in the evolution of the entirety of
the dune !eld (including the effect of dune initialization) towards an
end state. Thus, in the remainder of this paper, we will focus only on
semi-in!nite boundary conditions with continuous in"ux.

4.4. In!uence of initial and in!ux conditions

If dune !elds self-organize, an important question is whether the
resulting pattern is related to local environmental conditions that
drive dune formation (e.g., the initial dune sizes and spacings that
may result from topographical or wind variations), or the physics and

environmental parameters which affect dune collisions. It is, there-
fore, important to evaluate whether the modeled system retains
memory of how dunes are initialized.

Dune initialization can be included in dune !eld models via:

1. an initial condition: dunes are scattered throughout the !eld at the
start of the simulation run. This corresponds to a ‘temporal’
beginning to the dune !eld— dunes have formed and are dispersed
throughout a !eld. At some time (the start of the simulation),
collisions between dunes become the only evolutionary process.

2. an in!ux condition: dunes are injected into the simulation box at one
boundary. This relates to a ‘spatial’ beginning to the dune !eld —
dunes form and evolve just outside of the closed boundary of the
dune!eld (resulting in some in"ux size distribution and rate). Once
these dunes enter the !eld, then collisions become their only
evolution process.

3. a combination of these two conditions.

To study the in"uence that the (temporal and spatial) initial dune
sizes have on simulation results, we ran simulationswith semi-in!nite
boundary conditions and constant in"ux rate. Initial dune sizes were
chosen from uniformly distributed size populations with a ‘small’
(M=40 m2; e.g., 10–70 m2) or ‘large’ (M=100 m2; e.g., 80–120 m2)

Fig. 14. Plots showing the dynamic behavior of simulations runwith different boundary conditions: semi-in!nite boundaries with an in"ux and zero initial dunes (black solid), semi-
in!nite boundaries with initial dunes and zero in"ux (black dotted), and periodic boundaries with initial dunes (gray solid). In the two cases with initial conditions, the number of
initial dunes was equal to the total amount of dunes put into the in"ux of the third case, at the time indicated with the vertical gray line. If different boundary condition cases created
similar systems, thenwewould expect the cases to show similar trends at and around that time. From the top, the following system observables are plotted as functions of time (log–
log scale; averaged values over at least 250 runs): the number of dunes in the system, the average area of the dunes, and the average distance between dunes. As we can see, having a
nonzero in"ux and/or initial condition greatly affects the dynamics, but the end state of the simulation.
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mean dune cross-sectional area, and different standard deviations
(e.g., !~17.3 for 10–70 m2 and !~8.7 for 25–55 m2).

The effect of including initial conditions was !rst examined by
running simulations of dune !elds with an in"ux and 0, 10, or 100
initial dunes (with initial dunes chosen from a similar distribution as
the in"ux dunes). Simulations showed that as long as the initial dunes
are similar in size to the in"ux dunes, the initial dunes eventually
become indistinguishable in size and spacing from the colliding in"ux
dunes. For example, when the system moves toward a quasi-steady
state the mean dune size is the same regardless of the number of
initial dunes. If the initial dunes aremuch larger than the in"ux dunes,
however, then the system is pushed toward runaway growth.
Alternatively, if the initial dunes are much smaller than the in"ux
dunes, then the majority of the initial dunes simply run out in front of
the dune !eld that results from the in"ux.

Thus, we see that the memory of initial conditions is not retained
unless the initial dunes are signi!cantly larger than the in"ux dunes.
Because there is no reason to generally assume that initial dunes
should be larger than in"ux dunes, in the remainder of the study we
will neglect initial conditions.

In testing for the effect the in"ux distribution will have on
simulation results, we again average 250 simulations together for
every interaction rule crossover value, in"ux mean, and in"ux
standard deviation.

In Fig. 15, we see that the end state of a simulation depends on the
standard deviation/mean ratio of the in"ux dune size distribution (!/
M). For example, the lowest crossover value that results in runaway
growth is r!~0.4 for the dune ranges of 10–70 m2 and 25–175 m2 (!/
M~0.43); the lowest crossover value resulting in runaway growth for an
in"ux dune range of 25–55 m2 is r!=0.6 (!/M~0.22).

4.5. Threshold between end states

Our results show that a dune !eld's end state depends only on the
interaction function crossover value and in"ux dune size distribu-
tion's standard deviation/mean ratio. The way in which these two
parameters are coupled can be seen most clearly in Fig. 16, which
shows a simulation's end state as a function of r! and !/M. A boundary
between parameter values yielding a quasi-steady or runaway growth
end state clearly exists. To understand this coupling, we utilize a
probabilistic approach to predict the evolution of a dune !eld.

As it is not clear how to estimate the probability that a dune !eld
will enter a speci!c end state, we instead ask how probable it is that a

single collision involving an individual downwind dune ofmean in"ux
size (M) will involve an upwind in"ux dune of size a such that r=a/
MN r!, or aNMr!? As discussed in Section 2.5, interactions involving
rN r! push the dune !eld towards a quasi-steady end state because the
collision results in more similarly-sized dunes.

The reason that the probabilistic outcome of an individual dune
collision should be related to the predictions of a dune !eld's end state
results from the nature of the runaway growth end state: the runaway
growth end state involves a small number of dunes becoming
substantially larger than the rest of the dune !eld through collisions. If
theprobability is low that interactionsbetween subsequent in"uxdunes
(i.e., near the beginning of the dune !eld) will yield dunes more similar
in size (rNr!), then it is more likely that a single dune can eventually
become disparately large enough to enter into runaway growth.
Furthermore, as runaway growth involves a dune growing through
collisions, the initial size thatwe consider is somewhat arbitrary— sowe
consider the probability with regards to the mean sized in"ux dune.

Fig. 15. Evolution of number of dunes (vs. time, both on logarithmic scales) in simulations with r!=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 (larger crossover value corresponds to an increased line
thickness), andwith in"ux dune ranges of 10–70m2 (black, both), 25–175m2 (gray, left), and 25–55m2 (gray, right). This illustrates the in"uence of having the samemean (right) vs.
having similar ratios between the standard deviation and the mean (left). In the plot where the ratio is the same (!/M~0.43; M=40 (black) and M=100 (gray)), the end states
achieved are similar for the same crossover values. In the plot where the standard deviation is different while the mean is the same (M=40 m2; !/M~0.43 (black) and !/M~0.22
(gray)), the end states achieved differ for the same crossover values.

Fig. 16. Plot showing the model end state, as a function of the interaction function
crossover value and the standard deviation/mean ratio (uniform distribution). Notice
the clear boundary between the regions corresponding to each end state: quasi-steady
state (squares) vs. runaway growth (circles). This boundary is consistent between
simulations with a mean in"ux dune size of 40 m2 (small point markers) and 100 m2

(large point markers). Additionally, it is not linear, but is roughly bounded (when
standard deviation b0.5 mean) by the trendlines corresponding to a 100% (dashed) and
90% (solid) probability that a collision involving a downwind mean-sized dune will
have a mass ratio rN r! and thus result in two similarly sized dunes.
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We hypothesize that calculating the probability that aN r!M for the
lowest r! which yields runaway growth will yield insight about the
boundary between the possible simulation end states. The results of
many simulations are shown in Table 1, where it can be seen that the
probability at the boundary between the two end states is consistently
very large. We can see in Fig. 16 that as long as the size distribution of
the in"ux dunes is not overly wide (!b0.5M), even with a 90%
probability that any single interaction will involve a mass ratio rN r!
and will yield more similarly-sized dunes, the simulation will still
achieve runaway growth.

Physical implications of this probabilistic analysis are discussed in
Section 5.1.

4.6. Comparison with prior study

The study done by Lee et al. (2005) utilized the interaction
function f r! "=1:3

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
r # "

p
, with the range constrained to be real and

in [0,1], where " (which is related to r!) was treated as a free
parameter. In this study, semi-in!nite boundaries were used with a
temporary in"ux: the in"ux was set to zero after 100 dunes were
injected. The number of remaining dunes in the system, once the
systemwas size-sorted, can be examined as a measure of coalescence.
If coalescence occurs (and the number of dunes decreases), then a
runaway end state would be likely if the in"ux had not been turned
off. Conversely, if the system is to achieve a quasi-steady end state,
then the total number of dunes should remain very close to 100.

Based on the in"ux dune distributions used in this study (uniform
distributions of height with ranges 1–2 m or 1–10 m), it is possible to
solve for the " values such that a mean-sized in"ux dune will never

grow larger after colliding with a smaller dune — for larger " values,
some collisions should result in coalescence. For the 1–2 m range
(cross-sectional areas of 5.75–23m2), "=0.33 (r!=0.44), and for the
1–10m range (5.75–575m2), "=0.032 (r!=0.033). As can be seen in
Fig. 17, those " values are where the !nal number of dunes deviates
from 100 in their studies; i.e., those values correspond to where
coalescence begins to occur.

Although the differences in the in"ux condition (our in"ux is
continuous) make it dif!cult to compare the results by Lee et al.
(2005) with our results, this shows that the studies do not contradict
each other.

5. Discussion

This study shows that whether or not a dune !eldmodel achieves a
patterned structure depends intimately on the interaction dynamics
and dune formation. Thus, both of these processes need to be well
constrained before a model can be compared to a physical dune !eld.
If one is only interested in predicting the end state of the simulation,
however, just one parameter in dynamics (the interaction function
crossover value) and one parameter in dune initialization (the in"ux
condition's standard deviation/mean ratio) need to be constrained.
Theoretically, if an actual dune !eld is patterned and appears to be
stable, then !nding one of these two parameters should also yield
information about the other.

Many other structural factors do affect the timescale over which
the simulation achieves its end state, however, which by extension
affects dune size and interdune spacing (Table 2). This means that
unless a physical dune !eld has achieved its end state, these other
factors (such as dune velocity and initial conditions) must also be
constrained to reliably compare simulation results with observations.

5.1. Implications

As was shown in Section 4.5, a dune !eld will achieve runaway
growth even if a high probability (90%) exists that an average collision
in the beginning of the dune !eld will result in similarly sized dunes
(rN r!). As an even larger probability is needed for the !eld to achieve a
quasi-steady end state – which relates to a very careful coupling
between the in"ux condition and the interaction function crossover
value – it is surprising that most observed dune !elds do not appear to
be in a state of runaway growth.

Assuming the premise that the dune !eld model presented in
Section 3 adequately captures the results of dune collisions, there are
three extreme explanations:

1. Collisions are the dominant stabilizing mechanism for dune !elds.
Thus, formost dune !elds to appear patterned, the physical system–

Table 1
Table showing the probability that a collision involving a mean-sized in"ux dune will
yield more similarly-sized dunes, for simulations with different in"ux ranges, and at the
lowest r! yielding runaway growth.

Dune size range [m2] Mean size (M) Threshold r! Probability at threshold r! (%)

10–70 40 0.4 90
25–55 40 0.6 100
35–45 40 0.9 90
25–175 100 0.4 90
50–150 100 0.5 100
80–120 100 0.8 100

If the dune range given is c#d, then the mean size M=(c+d)/2, and the probability
P a N Mr4! "=1# P abMr4! "=1# Mr4 # c! "= d # c! "= M # Mr4m

!!!
3

p
!=!

!!!!!!
12

p" #
:

Fig. 17. This is Fig. 6 from Lee et al. (2005), showing the !nal number of dunes (Nf) as a
function of ", averaged over 1000 simulations. 100 dunes are injected, and then in"ux is
set to zero. Injected dunes are randomly sized with heights between 1–2 m (circles) or
1–10 m (squares). The number of dunes decreases in time because of coalescence
between dunes.

Table 2
A summary of different dune !eld model components, for a model with semi-in!nite
boundaries, and the effect each component has on the model's end state results.

Structural element Effect

Interaction function Form (e.g., steepness) Timescale
Extent of coalescence zone Timescale
Multiple regions of f(r)N r Timescale
Crossover value End state

Initial conditions Negligible as long as not
containing dunes overly large
compared to the in"ux, and
suf!cient time is given for
them to be assimilated/run
ahead

In"ux condition Mean value Timescale
Standard
deviation/mean

End state

Any component which affects timescale will also affect dune size and spacing evolution.
In this study, we were primarily interested in only the simulation's end state.
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both the environmental conditions which in"uence dune formation
and the interaction dynamics – must naturally fall into the small
window needed for this to occur.

2. Collisions may play a role in redistributing sand from large dunes to
small dunes, but the model is incomplete. Other processes (e.g.,
interdune sand "ux or intra!eld dune nucleation) or factors (e.g.,
variations in in"ux) are needed to increase the stability of
patterned dune !elds.

3. Patterned dune !elds are not stable landforms. The timescale over
which a dune !eld destabilizes, however, is very long compared to
the timescales over which its environment changes.

The !rst point is a plausible explanation for barchan !elds, as
numerical simulations of barchan dune interactions yield interaction
functions with very low crossover values, which means the in"ux
distribution does not need to be tightly constrained for the dune !eld
to possibly become patterned. For example, Durán et al. (2005) found
an r!~0.12 (volume ratio) for zero-offset collisions between barchans
(Fig. 6). Using a crossover value that low in this model (translated to
r!=0.16 for the cross-sectional area ratio by Lee et al. (2005)), and
assuming a uniformly distributed area in"ux starting with 10 m2

(~1m height), the upper limit on the in"ux distribution can be as high
as 110 m2 (~5 m height) and the system will still achieve a quasi-
steady state. Additionally, even if the crossover value is higher, it
seems reasonable to assume that dune initialization should result in a
narrow range of dune sizes, so still yield a quasi-steady end state.

We showed (Section 2.3), however, that simulations of transverse
dune collisions yield r!=1. In this case, if transverse dune !elds do
achieve stable patterned structures, the second explanation must be
correct. Alternatively, the third point is correct (or the original
premise is wrong).

The second explanation (that themodel is incomplete) needs to be
carefully evaluated, as size- or age-dependent dune !eld stabilizing
processes do occur. For example, large barchan dunes can be
destabilized through wind variations and dune collisions, as long-
wavelength perturbations form on the "anks of these dunes and break
away. This prevents any dunes from becoming overly large and
increases the likelihood that a dune !eld will remain patterned.
Intra!eld dune destabilization has been studied in the !eld (Elbelrhiti
et al., 2005; Gay, 1999), in the laboratory (Endo et al., 2004), and in
three-dimensional continuum simulations (Durán et al., 2005;
Katsuki et al., 2005; Elbelrhiti et al., 2008).

The results of dune collisions may also depend on local conditions,
such as the age of dunes involved or the type of sand making up the
dunes. In Besler (2002), on-going dune collisions were studied in
different !elds in the Libyan desert, and the apparent collision results
in each locale were compared with the dunes' granulometrics. In that
study, it was hypothesized that a downwind dune made of softer and
!ner grains was more likely to coalesce with the colliding upwind
dune, while a downwind dune made of more compacted and coarser
grains was more likely to have a collision result in ejection. As
younger/smaller dunes are more likely to contain softer, !ner grains,
and older/larger dunes are more likely to contain more compacted,
coarser grains (Besler, 2005), this would mean that large dunes would
be less likely to coalesce and enter runaway growth.

The rate of sand redistribution through these processes and/or
their effect on the dune !eld's interaction function, however, still
needs to be quanti!ed through numerical simulation, observation,
and/or laboratory experiments, before these processes can be
included in a dune !eld model.

The !nal explanation is in reference to the fact that, in this model,
the timescale of collisions was ignored and the rate of migration and
dune injection were arbitrarily speci!ed. This is acceptable as long as
we are concerned only with the dune !eld's end state. However, if
the timescale over which a dune !eld achieves runaway growth is
overly long, environmental conditions may vary or the dune !eld

may run into a physical boundary long before the dune !eld will
reach this state. Currently, there is no reason to expect that the
timescale over which runaway growth occurs should be very long. In
this study, our choice of parameters yielded timescales on the order
of a century (which is consistent with estimates by Hersen et al.
(2004)).

However, long timescales may play a role if the actual distribution
of dune sizes is strongly-peaked. With simulations that were runwith
Gaussian in"ux dune size distributions (with comparable !/M as were
used with uniform distributions, and with a low-end cutoff at 1 m2),
runaway growth occurred at lower crossover values (Fig. 18), but after
much longer time periods (10–100 times longer). This was unex-
pected, because we had hypothesized that a peaked distribution could
have the same standard deviation/mean ratio value as a uniform
distribution, and be far less likely to have a suf!cient number of small r
interactions for the dune !eld to achieve runaway. The ‘tails’ of the
distribution endedup beingmore in"uential than the peak, however—
very large or very small dunes had a very low probability of being
injected into the dune!eld, but after a very long time itwasmore likely
that an apparently ‘stable’ patterned dune !eld would become
destabilized and enter runaway growth.

The peaked nature of the distribution did exert a ‘stabilizing’
in"uence on transitory dune !eld dynamics — in a few cases with
intermediary r! values, a !eld would appear to switch from quasi-
steady state to runaway growth and then back. Additionally, when
simulations were run with tail-less Gaussian distributions (which is a
more physically realistic distribution), the observed decrease in the
threshold crossover values disappeared. The impact of using a realistic
in"ux dune size distribution should bemore thoroughly studied in the
future.

5.2. Possible future model improvements

As discussed in the second point in Section 5.1, some additional
physical processes may need to be included before the model can
provide a suf!ciently complete picture of dune !eld evolution. For
example, the model may be improved by including (i) sand "ux
between and during collisions, (ii) dune destabilization between and
during collisions, and (iii) variations in the in"ux condition or

Fig. 18. Plot showing the model end state, as a function of the interaction function
crossover value and the standard deviation/mean ratio (Gaussian distribution). Notice
that the boundary between the regions corresponding to each end state (roughly
demarked by the solid trendline): quasi-steady state (squares) vs. runaway growth
(circles), is at lower crossover values as compared to the results with uniform
distribution (dashed trendline). However, simulations required 10–100x longer times to
achieve an end state. Additionally, the left shift in the boundary disappears if the tails
are removed from the Gaussian distribution. As in Fig. 16, the size of the point-markers
denotes the mean of the dune size distribution.
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interaction function. Additionally, if the model is to be expanded to
consider evolution of a three dimensional dune !eld, dunes should be
able to split into more than two dunes after a collision (Durán et al.,
2005; Katsuki et al., 2005).

As long as the processes and effects considered are assumed to
occur during a collision (such as sand "ux, dune destabilization, and/
or a higher number of resultant dunes), then the model would not
need to signi!cantly change in structure. The effects of sand "ux and
dune destabilization during a collision could simply be added into a
higher-dimension interaction function (e.g., the total size of the dunes
and the size ratio after collision could be a function of the size ratio
and total sizes of the dunes before collision), and the interaction
function could re"ect the formation of more than two dunes by
calculating multiple after-collision size ratios. Thus, although the
function would doubtlessly be much more complex, it is unlikely that
the nature of its effect on the dune !eld's end state would signi!cantly
change from what is presented in this study; i.e., it is likely that the
“crossover surface” would still be the only in"uential component of
the interaction function in the analysis about the end state of a dune
!eld.

Another possible addition to the model would be to include
temporal or spatial variations in the interaction function (e.g., because
of granulometric sand type changes in the dunes (Besler, 2002)), or
temporal variations in the in"ux condition (e.g., because of changes in
local vegetation or sand supply). In this case, the range of possible r!
and/or !/M values, and the rates of parameter change would need to
be incorporated into the analysis, as those factors could push a dune
!eld between end states. For example, if the interaction function
crossover value could widely vary over short time/spatial scales, a
dune !eld that would be expected to enter runaway growth at the
mean crossover value could in fact be stabilized as large dunes would
break up before becoming suf!ciently larger than the surrounding
dunes. If, instead, the in"ux dune population's standard deviation
changed over long time periods, an apparently patterned dune !eld
could be destabilized.

Furthermore, if the variation in range and period of these parameters
were properly coupled, it should be possible to see oscillation between
the two end states. In fact, all of these different types of behavior
(apparently runaway!patterned, apparently patterned!runaway,
and oscillatory) have been observed in simulations with a Gaussian
distribution of in"ux sand dunes (see Section 5.1).

To complete the model, it may also be necessary to allow dune
evolution between collisions — such as through sand "ux or dune
destabilization. These types of inter-collision processes, however,
would be more problematic to add into the model, as now dune
evolution is partially uncoupled from the collisions. New analysis
would need to be completed, carefully combining inter- and intra-
collision functions, and additional in"uential parameter(s) from the
inter-collision processes would need to be identi!ed.

Finally, if we are to include temporally or spatially varying
parameters, and/or inter-collision dune evolution in the model, then
timescale becomes an important concern. Now dune evolution can
occur continuously (e.g., through intra- and inter-collision sand "ux),
semi-periodically (e.g., with a varying in"ux condition), or stochas-
tically (e.g., storm-caused destabilization of large dunes). With these
different timescales, superimposed periodicities between dune
growth and destabilization may occur, possibly resulting in pseudo-
periodic or chaotic switching between the runaway growth and quasi-
steady states.

As we can see, a more “complete”model can quickly becomemuch
more complex — and interesting. However, to properly include these
processes in the model, identify in"uential parameters, and be able to
derive predictions about a particular dune !eld, a far better under-
standing of these processes is needed. Thus, experimental and !eld
work is vital in providing a quanti!cation of the timescales and effects
these different processes have on dune and dune !eld evolution.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrated that a profound difference exists
between modeling a large !eld using periodic or semi-in!nite
domains. The evolution of dune size and spacing differs depending
on the boundary conditions used. Thus, if one is interested in looking
at trends in dune size or spacing, justi!cation must be given for the
boundary conditions chosen. However, although dynamically very
different, both periodic and semi-in!nite boundaries yield the same
end state for the same crossover values.

If the model has semi-in!nite boundary conditions, then initial
conditions appear to be unimportant as long as the initial dunes are
not substantially larger than the in"ux dunes, and as long as suf!cient
time is given for the initial dunes to assimilatewith the in"ux dunes or
run out ahead of the rest of the dune !eld.

We found that the in"ux condition has a signi!cant effect on the
results of a simulation. Only the standard deviation/mean ratio of the
in"ux size distribution, however, affects the end state of the dune
!eld. The mean size of the in"ux dune also affects the mean dune size
and spacing, if the system achieves a quasi-steady end state.

We also found that in specifying the interaction function used to
dictate the results of dune collisions, the exact functional form is not
important as long as only the end state is of interest — the crossover
value is the only important parameter within the interaction function.

Thus, assuming this multiscale approach is valid,!eld and laboratory
studies are needed to provide estimates of the in!ux dune size distribution
standard deviation/mean ratio (!/M)and interaction function crossover
value (r!) for actual dune !elds. If it proves possible to tightly constrain
those two parameters for a speci!c dune!eld, then this study shows that
we can make reliable predictions about that dune !eld's end state.
Alternatively, if the actual dune!eld's end state is known, we can derive
information about the dynamics and environment of the dune !eld.
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Appendix A

Here we present the equations and variables used in our dune
model (previously described in Section 2.1). In our model, we use
linearized dune model equations, similar to those presented in
Andreotti et al. (2002b):

1. The pro!le of the near-surface air"ow (s(x,t)) is a function of
topography (h(x,t)). To account for air"ow separation in the lee of
dune crests, our separation bubble follows the portion of an ellipse
extending downwind with an aspect ratio of 6, with continuity in
both position and slope at the dune's crest (Schatz and Herrmann,
2005). On the stoss slopes of dunes and downwind of the point that
the separation bubble re-intersections with the topography, the
“separation bubble” follows the topography (s=h).

2. The shear stress (#) is the far-!eld amount (#0) modi!ed by a
topography-induced pertubation (#").

# x; t! "= #0 1+ #̃ x; t! "":! !A# 1"

Local wind conditions set #0 (via the Prandtl–von Kármán relation),
and #" is calculated via the Jackson–Hunt equation (Jackson and
Hunt, 1975):

#̃ x; t! "= A
Z

simulation domain
sx y; t! "= $ x # y! "! "dy+ Bsx x; t! "; !A# 2"
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where A and B are dimensionless parameters that depend on the
logarithm of the ratio between the geometric scale and the surface
roughness (Kroy et al., 2002); for typical aeolian dune sizes,A~4, B~1.
In the shadow zones, where air recirculation is too weak to induce
saltation, #=0.

3. The saturated sand "ux (qs) has been empirically measured to be
~#3/2 (Bagnold, 1941). In this model, a linearized version of that
relation is used:

qs x; t! "=Q 1+ 3#̃ x; t! "=2";! !A# 3"

where Q is the far-!eld saturated sand "ux (~#03/2). The actual sand
"ux (q) is then found by integrating the following equation:

qx x; t! "=

max! qs x; t! "# q x; t! "! "=Ls;0! "; in shadowzones sbh! "; depositiononly
0; over bedrock hbe and s= h! ";

no erosion=deposition
qs x! "# q x! "! "=Ls; otherwise

8
>>><

>>>:
!A# 4"

where Ls is the spatial delay of the evolution of the saltation layer
towards qs and % is the sand height at which it is assumed there is no
sand to erode (arbitrarily chosen to be a few sand grain diameters).
The parameter Ls is the dune model's characteristic length scale and
dependson environmental parameters such as grain size/densityand
"uid density (Claudin and Andreotti, 2006; Parteli and Herrmann,
2007). In this study of terrestrial aeolian dunes, Ls~1 m.
The dune topography changes via mass conservation with the sand
"ux. Additionally, avalanches are accounted for via a diffusion term:

ht = # qx=/+ D hx! "hx! ""x; !A# 5"

where & is the volume correction for piled sand vs. bulk sand
('dune'sand~0.6) and the values of D were chosen to re"ect the
instantaneous nature of avalancheswhen the slope exceeds the angle
of repose, and the weak in"uence of diffusion when the slope is less
than the angle of repose:

D hx! "f 10# 3; jhxjbtan 34B! "
1; jhxjztan 34B! ":

$
!A# 6"

We note that these equations can be non-dimensionalized by
rescaling length in terms of Ls and time in terms of Q/Ls2. This allows
for comparison between dunes forming in different environments:
terrestrial aeolian or subaqueous dunes, or aeolian dunes on Mars,
Titan or Venus (Andreotti et al., 2002b; Claudin and Andreotti, 2006;
Parteli and Herrmann, 2007). In this study, as the dune size ratio
before and after collisions were the only dune model results
transferred into the dune !eld model, the speci!c physical scales
considered are irrelevant.
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